
 

1. What are you names? 
 
 

2. What year was the Internet invented? 

1969 - The first successful message on the ARPANET was sent by 

UCLA and Stanford Research Institute. The message text was the word 

login; however the l and the o letters were transmitted, and then the 

system crashed. 
 

3. What year did the Queen send her first email? 

1976 - Queen Elizabeth II of the United Kingdom sends out an e-mail 

on March 26 from the Royal Signals and Radar Establishment (RSRE) in 

Malvern as a part of a demonstration of networking technology. 
 

4. How many hours of video were uploaded to YouTube every minute 

during 2015? 

300 hours was added per minute - this grows every day! 
 

5. How much profit did Apple make in 2015? 

$234 billion - more than the entire money in New Zealand and the 

Czech Republic banks! 
 

6. What’s the maximum time it would take a household computer to guess 

a 3 digit, letter-only password? 

17.57 seconds - if you really wanted to hack a password, you could set 

several computers working together to speed it up! 
 

7. How many iPhones would it take to control the first rockets in space? 

Less than 1 - there is more power in one iPhone than there was 

onboard the rocket that took us to the moon 
 

8. When was the first computer invented? 

1823 - Charles Babbage created a ‘difference machine’ to calculate a 

series of values automatically. It used cogs and was very difficult and 

unreliable to use. 
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9. How many Internet users were there in the world in 2015? 

3,185,996,155 - there is now Internet access for every point on the 

Earth (even the middle of Antarctic), but not everyone has a device 

which can connect to the Internet. 
 

10. How many floppy disks have the same amount of memory as a 1gb USB 

stick? 

You would need 711 (1.44 MB) floppy disks to equal 1 Gigabyte. This is 

assuming you are using the 3.5-inch floppy disk which had a higher 

capacity than the original 8-inch and then 5¼-inch.  
 

11. In what year did computers start coming with mice instead of just 

keyboards? 

1973 - This was the first home-computer with  a mouse. Before that, 

people just used the keyboard to control a computer. However, mice as 

a form of control had been around as early as 1941, but they were used 

to control radar rather than for computers as we are. 
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